FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 4th

3.30pm IMAGINATION WORLD CAFÉ (Govanhill): what could Scotland do to be a pioneering nation?
Harry Burns
Sarah Drummond
David Torrance
Judith Robertson
Fi Scott
Karyn McCluskey

6.30pm LOVE AND CHANGE (Glad Café)
Imandeep Kaur, Barbara Chalmers

8.00pm THE FUTURE OF THE GOOD SOCIETY (Glad Café)
Will Hutton, chaired by Douglas Fraser

9.30 MUSIC (Glad Café)
Compered by the wonderful Jenny Lindsay
Chrissy Barnacle
Malachy Tallack
Kirstin Innes
A Jellyman’s Daughter

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 5th

10am A FOOTBALL TOUR OF GLASGOW (leaving from Govanhill Baths) with Scottish Football Museum

10.30am-3.30pm PRODUCTS FOR DEMOCRACY (Govanhill Baths) with Sarah Drummond (Snook) and Neil McGuire (After The News)

11am-5.30pm DEWEY ORGAN PROJECT (Govanhill Baths) with Goldsmiths/Duncan Jordanstone College/Civic Workshop

12.00 AFTER BRITAIN? (Glasgow Gurdwara)
Sunder Katwala, Jeremy Gilbert and Ann Pettifor
With British Futures

2.00pm IS THERE A FUTURE FOR LABOUR NORTH AND SOUTH OF THE BORDER? (Glasgow Gurdwara)
Neal Lawson, Sue Goss, Gerry Hassan

2pm LAND AND POWER (Govanhill Baths)
Andy Wightman and Aileen McInroy

2pm GLASGOW CENTRAL STATION SPECIAL TOUR (at Glasgow Central Station)

3.30pm PLAYING FOR TIME MAKING ART AS IF THE WORLD MATTERED (Govanhill Baths)
Lucy Neal, activist, write and producer, will be in conversations with artists Dougie Strang and Ellie Harrison

5 pm EYEWITNESS SCOTLAND: THE IMPORTANCE OF UPPER CLYDE SHIPBUILDERS THEN AND NOW (Govanhill Baths)
John Foster, Eileen Reid, Alan McKinlay, Jimmy Cloughley, chaired by Elaine C. Smith

6.30 CULTURE WAVES: HUMAN INTELLIGENCE, WHALES AND DOLPHINS (Glad Cafe)
Luke Rendell, Mhairi McFadyen (Glad Café)

8.00pm HOLDING BACK THE YEARS: SCOTLAND AND LIFE THRU THE AGES (Glad Café)
Ian Jack in conversation with Peter Ross

9.30 MUSIC: SONGS FROM THE EDGE (Glad Cafe)
Alison Urie and Louis Abbot (Admiral Fallow)

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 6th

11am-5.00pm DEWEY ORGAN PROJECT (Govanhill Baths) with Goldsmiths/ Duncan Jordanstone College/Civic Workshop

10.30am WHAT COMES AFTER THE INDYREF? (Govanhill Baths)
John Curtice, Joyce McMillan, Willie Sullivan

11am TECH FOR GOOD (Govanhill Baths)
Cassie Robinson from Tech for Good will be in conversation with Mark Cridge CEO of My Society.

11am GLASGOW CENTRAL STATION SPECIAL TOUR (at Glasgow Central Station)

12.00pm THE PEOPLE’S GAME NO LONGER? (Govanhill Baths)
David Goldblatt in conversation with Jim Spence

2.00pm WHAT DO WE DO ABOUT ECONOMICS? (Govanhill Baths)
Ann Pettifor, Katrine Marcal and Ian Fraser

2.00pm A FOOTBALL TOUR OF GLASGOW (leaving by minibus from Govanhill Baths) with Scottish Football Museum

2.30pm AFTER EMPIRE? (Govanhill Baths)
Prof Geoff Palmer, Robert Fleming, Judith Robertson

3.30pm OUTLOOK SCOTLAND
With Sikh Young Leaders

4.00pm SOCIAL CHANGE AND CULTURE WITH SISTEMA SCOTLAND AND BIG NOISE
Richard Holloway, Nicola Killeen and Roanne Dods

6.00pm REPORTING AND REPRESENTING SCOTLAND: WHAT FUTURE FOR THE MEDIA? (Govanhill Baths)
Philip Schlesinger, Stuart Cosgrove, Nicole Kleeman, Susan Stewart

7.30 SUNDAY HERALD DEBATE: THE FUTURE OF SCOTLAND (Govanhill Baths)

9.30PM MUSIC SESSION (Glad Café)
Compered by Jenny Lindsay
Katherine Joseph (exclusive solo set)
Kieran Hurley
Rachel Armer
A New International